Abstracf-This work considers the failure tolerant operation of a kinematically redundant manipulator in an environment containing obstacles. In particular, the article addresses the problem of planning a collision-free path for a manipulator operating in a static entironment such that the manipulator can reach its desired goal despite a single locked-joint failure and the presence of obstacles in the environment. A method is presented that searches for a continuous obstacle-free space between the starting Configuration and the desired final end-effector position which is characterized in the joint space by the goal selfmotion manifold. This method guarantees completion of critical lash in the event of a single locked-joint failure in the presence of obstacles.'
I. INTRODUCTION
Robot reliability has been given increased attention throughout the last decade. This comes as a result of an increased demand for robots that can perform tasks in hazardous or remote environments that preclude human intervention. Examples of such tasks include space exploration [l] , [21, underwater exploration 131, and nuclear waste disposal [4] , [5] , [6] . When a greater part of the work responsibility is passed onto the robot, the successful completion of a desired task greatly depends on the robot's reliability. However, robot failures are not uncommon. It has been estimated that 28.7% of industrial robots bad a mean-time-between-failure of 100 hours or less, and the Japanese Ministry of Labor reported that over 60% of industrial robots had a mean-time-between-failure of less than 500 hours [71.
A number of articles have focused on robot reliability assessment and analysis [a] , [9] . A number of methods have been proposed for analyzing and improving robot reliability including the use of fault trees [lo] , [ll] , [12] , neural networks [13] , kinematic redundancy [6] , [141, [15] , [16] , and empirical formulas [17] , [IS] , [19] . Robot designs for reliability are described in [4] , [201, [211, while robot reliability experiments are performed in [2] , [22] . While one would obviously want to design a manipulator to be as reliable as possible, failures will inevitably occur. It is therefore important to develop control strategies that will allow the robot to continue its task, albeit in a degraded manner, when a failure does occur. One approach to this is kinematic failure tolerance control. This type of control scheme configures the robot in anticipation of joint failures so that when a failure occurs, the robot can gracefully recover and continue on to complete its task [15] . A number of failure tolerant control strategies have been proposed, including adaptive control [23] , [24] , [25] , reflex control [26] , motion planning [271, [ZS] , and least squares approaches [29] . Another approach is to determine a measure such as the kinematic failure tolerance measure (kfm) to quantify a robot's failure tolerance at a given configuration [30] . The failure tolerant control scheme would then try to optimize this value to maximize a robot's tolerance to a failure at a given manipulator configuration.
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Types of failure modes considered include both lockedjoint [31] , [16] , [32] and free-swinging joint failures [33] . A real-time implementation of kinematic failure tolerant control is demonstrated in [31] .
In this paper, we address the issue of kinematic failure tolerant control when obstacles are present in the environment. Although obstacle avoidance is a critical problem, most studies on kinematic failure tolerance have not considered the presence of obstacles in the environment.
One of the earliest works that did consider obstacles in failure tolerant control is [27] . In [27] , every possible configuration due to a joint failure was exhaustively checked in order to guarantee the existence of a collision-free path.
The approach presented here is based on guaranteeing that such post-failure collision-free paths exist, without explicitly checking every possibility.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section II introduces the relevant definitions and the assumptions of the paper.
Section III states a formal definition of the problem and the conditions for a solution. Section N details the step-bystep process for a path planning strategy that guarantees failure tolerance, despite the presence of obstacles, to any single locked-joint failure. Section V illustrates an implementation of the proposed method on a three degree-of-freedom planar robot with circular disk obstacles scattered in the environment. Lastly, Section VI contains the conclusions of this work.
DEFINITION OF TERMS AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Definitions and Terminology
We begin by defining the terminology and notation that is used in this atticle. These terms are related to the manipulator's workspace and joint space.
The joint space, also called the configuration space, characterizes the joint configuration of the robot. The configuration space (C-space) is formally defined as an n-dimensional space where n is the number of degrees The next definition relates to the structure of the reachable C-space following a locked-joint failure. When a locked-joint failure occurs, the failed joint can no longer he moved so the corresponding component in the C-space remains fixed. In other words, the reachable configurations following a joint failure are contained in an ( n -1)-dimensional hyperplane in the C-space, called a failure hyperplane. For a single locked-joint failure at the configuration e,, a failure hyperplane Hi is given by Fig. 1 where is contained by the bounding plane perpendicular to the B2-axis.) Although the method is illustrated for a 3-DOF robot example for easy visualization, the method is fully general and can be applied to robots with higher DOFs.
E. Assumptions
Throughout the article we will make the following assumptions. First, the manipulators under consideration are redundant relative to the specified task. For example, a planar 3-DOF manipulator is redundant relative to positioning tasks in a planar environment while for fully spatial tasks, at least seven degrees of freedom are needed for the robot to be redundant. Although robot failures can occur at random with a possibility of multiple failures occurring at the same time, we will assume that only a single joint failure occurs at a given time. We further assume that the joint is locked at the instant of failure. It is assumed that the robot is capable of detecting a joint failure and the failed joint is immediately locked, either due to the failure itself or to the application of fail-safe brakes. The final assumption is that the environment is static and known.
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AND CONDITIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION
In this section, we will formally define the problem addressed in the paper and state the conditions for a solution to the given problem. When joint failures are highly probable, an obstacle avoidance algorithm for path planning that does not consider failure tolerance will not be able to guarantee task completion. At the same time, a failure tolerance control algorithm that does not consider obstacles in the environment may also be inadequate.
An example of a path planning algorithm that does not consider the possibility of a joint failure is discussed in the following to illustrate the problem created when a joint failure occurs. A failure surface is identified by generating monotonic paths, within the bounds of the failure hypercube, that connect 0, to points along MF via an obstacle avoidance algorithm. Adjacent paths can he connected via straight lines to check for obstacle-free space continuity between paths. If the path generations and the path connections are collision-free, then a web of obstacle-free paths is created which represents the failure surface SF. Fig. 2 shows a failure surface SF for a 3-DOF C-space.
As long as the robot moves along this set of points on the surface, then it is guaranteed that it would reach the desired goal position for any single joint failure despite obstacles in the workspace.
For kinematic redundancy of two or more, the selfmotion manifold is a hypersurface. The algorithm would first choose a curve along the hypersurface as its goal self-motion manifold. One way of choosing this curve is by using an obstacle avoidance algorithm to identify an obstacle-free continuous curve [35] , [36] . Other desired posture optimization criteria could also he used. Once a hypercurve is chosen, the algorithm would proceed in the same manner as in the case of a single degree of redundancy.
Iv. THE ALGORITHM FOR FAILURE TOLERANT
MOTION PLANNING
The steps for ensuring obstacle-free failure tolerant 
V. A 3-LINK PLANAR ROBOT EXAMPLE
An implementation of the path planning algorithm discussed here is shown for a 3 -W F planar robot. The robot has equal link lengths of 100 units and is required to move from a start position xs to a goal position xg in the workspace as shown in Fig. 3 . Each disk obstacle bas a diameter of 40 units. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) start position is xe = [ZOO, OIT while in Fig. 3 (c) the start position is xs = 1250, 0lT, In all cases the goal position is
The obstacles were selected in such a way that the robot will have difficulq finding a failure surface SF for a given scenario, i.e., a given x,, xs, and workspace [37] .
Obstacles were added until eventually, the robot was left with a single feasible start configuration 0, where a failure surface SF exists. For each scenario in Fig. 3 , the robot configuration shown is the feasible start configuration 0, that has a corresponding SF. Table I shows the values of the start configuration 0. = [ 6 ' a 1 ,~s~r B S~] T corresponding to each scenario in Obstacles in scenario Fig. 3(a) were chosen in a more random manner such that the robot "squeezed its way through" to find a feasible start configuration 0, where a corresponding SF exists. Obstacles in scenario Fig. 3(b) were chosen in such a way that they will have a more linear arrangement such that the robot is in a "walled" or "pipe-like'' environment. Obstacles in scenario Fig. 3(c) were chosen randomly as in Fig. 3(a) , however, the start configuration is funher away from the robot's base. Notice that the most difficult obstacles in Fig. 3 from each other compared to the most difficult obstacles in Fig. 3(a) . The reason is because in Fig. 3(c) , the robot links are more stretched out at the start position x,, and if a joint failure occurs at the start configuration, the robot would need a bigger obstacle-free sweep area for it to reach the goal position xg. Fig. 4 shows a projection of the C-space self-motion manifolds, drawn in broken lines, corresponding to workspace positions in Fig. 3 . The goal position xg = [loo, 01' conesponds to the outermost oblong self-motion manifold, x, = 1200, OIT corresponds to the center ohlong self-motion manifold, and xQ = 1250, 0IT corresponds to the innermost oblong self-motion manifold. Also shown are the stat configurations Os for the each scenario in Fig. 4 , a failure surface SF exists that would guarantee successfully reaching the goal despite obstacles in the environment and despite any single joint failure at any time.
VI. CONCLUSION
The problem of guaranteeing failure tolerant operation of a kinematically redundant manipulator in an environment containing obstacles was considered. In particular, conditions were determined which guarantee that a manipulator could successfully reach a goal position in the workspace from a given start position despite any single locked-joint failure and despite the presence of obstacles in a static environment. Based on these conditions an algorithm was introduced that would search for a continuous obstacle-free monotonic surface between an obstacle-free start configuration and an obstacle-free goal self-motion manifold in C-space that would determine the existence of a failure tolerant path for a given robot and environment. The method would help in deciding whether to proceed or reposition a robot so that it is guaranteed that a critical task can be completed in the presence of obstacles.2
